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Answer any FIW oJ the following questions. All parts of a question must be answered sequentially,

Figures in the right margin indicatefull marks.

l. (a) Weak or strong which sustainability criterion is more relevant to maintenance the natural 3

capital? Illustrate your answer with some arguments.

(b) Draw a distinction between sustainability and efficiency.

sustainability and efficiency make same sense?

(c) Explain two policy of recycling. Is it efficient or not? Exemplif,v

2. (a) Shitakundo eco- park recently inaugurate panda as a new species

beauty. Now find out the market value of panda.

(b) What is the hedonic pricing?

(c) Specify tlie ditTerent bias in contingent valuation metl-rod.

3. (a) Describe some standards of command ancl cotttrtrl regulations.

Under what conditions do 4
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(b) Briefly elucidate an incentive based solution to control the pollution'

4. i) pomfret is a delicious fish rvhich is found mostly in the Bay of Bengal. The fbllowing 5

table shows the weights of pomfrets (in kg) that can be harvested per fisher per hour in

the sea, depending on the number of fishers.
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tk'200, graph the average and marginai

revenue for society at each level of effort (number of fisher).

b) Given that the f,rshing cost of each fisher's isTk.200 per hour which is fixed,

ievel the socially optimai number of fishers and the number of fishers that wiil



enter ifthe sea is an open access resollrce

c) What fee is necessary to elicit optimal fishing effort?

ii) Briefly explain the Gordon Fishery Model. Explain two non-fee poiicies that could result 5

in the optimal level of effort.

5. (a) What is choke price? FIow can you efficiently distribute a depletable resource over time? 3

(b) Specify the water rights. 4

(c) How can you efficientiy allocate the surface water within two major division of the 3

economy?

6. (a) Identify' strength and weakness of each of the following fuels as the source of energy. 4()r me Ioltow AS

i. Natural Gas ii. Hydrogen

ii. Ethanol V. LPG

(b) Suppose the solar and coal industries were producing at the levels Q,o6, and Qcoar as 3

determined by the MCprivate curves. Which initiatives or policies should you suggest to
coffect these ineffi ciencies

(c) What is perverse subsidy? Graphicaliy' illustrate that permit price discrimination of 3
monopoly can ensure efficient quantity in the energy market.

7. Explain the follou,ing(any two):

i) Optimal rotation period of timber

ii) Policies for sustainability

iii) The Hotelling rule"
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